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Abstract 

This essay examines commitment and abandonment structured as two binary opposites informing 

For Whom the Bell Tolls. The intention behind this structuring is to highlight Hemingway’s message of 

the novel, set forth by the epigraph by Donne; everyone is part of mankind and every death 

diminishes everyone equally. The consistent structuring of characters can be seen by the fact that 

everyone who is committed, loyal and honest is punished while the reverse is true for people who 

abandon, desert and betray. The one exception to this is Pilar who, because of the role as a liberated 

woman given to her by Hemingway, is not included in this general categorization.  
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Ernest Hemingway’s novel For Whom the Bell Tolls (For Whom), published in 1940, is set with the 

Spanish civil war as a backdrop. The book is based on Hemingway’s own experiences as a war 

correspondent in Spain, and consequently he focuses on the different kinds of individuals he 

encountered. The plot involves personal and national conflicts as well as strong emotions and 

opinions, and it deals with issues of fighting, duty and morale. The focus of this essay is on 

abandonment and commitment as two binary opposites which can be used to categorise the 

characters. As will be seen, Hemingway consistently punishes most of his characters who are 

committed or devoted. Few of them survive the conclusion of the novel and if they do they are in 

great physical or emotional pain. The characters that either survive unscathed or even prosper are 

those who abandon or betray their cause, allies and spouses. This categorisation of consequences 

does not align with the attitude towards commitment and abandonment which our society generally 

adopts. Commitment is normally seen as the favoured term, and has positive connotations: an online 

thesaurus associates the word with responsibility, promise and duty (Dictionary.com). Abandonment, 

on the other hand, is negatively charged, and is associated with dereliction, desertion and 

carelessness (Dictionary.com). Hemingway’s purpose with the novel is to unify. In line with this, this 

essay argues that there can be no commitment without abandonment because the two concepts are 

interconnected in Hemingway’s take on the civil war. This is because every character is 

interconnected; involved in mankind, as stated in the epigraph of the novel. The same sentiment is 

expressed by Donne with: “all mankind is of one author, and is one volume”, taken from the same 

devotion. Commitment is needed for the war effort in the novel but leads to death, while 

abandonment on the other hand enables survival and in some cases even prosperity, and this 

categorisation is what binds the characters together. Pilar, however, is one of the two major female 

characters in the novel and a glaring exception to this general categorisation. Hemingway is 

exemplifying both a traditional function of women in warfare with Maria and that of the “New 

Woman of Spain” with Pilar; she is an idealised version of La Pasionaria, and as such eludes the 

general categorisation this essay applies to all other major characters in For Whom. After an initial 

discussion of the novel’s title and epigraph, commitment and abandonment in For Whom will be 

analysed with support from the text and other articles, including comments by and on Hemingway 

concerning what he tried to achieve with the novel and what he wanted to write about. Finally the 

explanation for Pilar’s exclusion from the categorisation of my analysis is dealt with.  

Before analysing the novel and its epigraph, however, there is a need to explain the concept of binary 

opposition, used to illustrate how commitment and abandonment categorise characters in the novel.  

This concept is a medium through which we can see the traits, actions and intentions of the 

characters in the novel as pertaining to one of the two categories. It thus facilitates drawing parallels 
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between the category of characters and their respective fate.  Binary opposition organise the way we 

think (Tyson 100); it is all-encompassing. We tend to organise the way we think about and interpret 

literary texts or anything else in pairs of opposite terms. J.A. Cuddon says that binary opposition is 

useful because “the very idea of binary opposition implies a centring or imposition of order” (89). 

Consequently, it is used to structure the meaning of a text as the concept entails some form of 

significant systematisation. The notion of binary opposition is central to structuralism “not only in 

terms of words or concepts but in terms of conventions or codes of a text” (89). In the essay we shall 

see that while commitment and abandonment are two concepts, they imply conventions as well 

because of the systematic consequences they seem to imply for the novel’s characters. The set of 

opposites this essay deals with is commitment and abandonment. Charles Molesworth points out 

that betrayal and loyalty is dealt with in both For Whom and Hemingway’s short stories from the 

same time, and in particular that “the question of Pablo’s loyalty is one of the sustaining elements of 

suspense in the narrative” (86). My supposition is that a systematic examination of commitment and 

abandonment enables an interpretation of the characters which can be related to the epigraph. The 

two terms can be applied at different levels in the novel: both traits are in some instances personally 

and individually descriptive, but in others they are indicative of the two warring factions in the civil 

war; they concern immediate orders and wishes sometimes, as well as the cause of war and 

ideological concerns in other instances. The systematisation is evident in two ways: actions can be 

treacherous or loyal in the novel, but commitment and abandonment can also be identified by what 

outcome – positive or negative – they lead to for the characters in the novel. This approach to 

categorise characters according to the two opposites thus holds for the characters’ intentions and 

actions, but also for their consequences.  Also, commitment is partly understood by its opposite and 

vice versa, underscored by Lois Tyson’s explanation of binary opposition: “two ideas, directly 

opposed, each of which we understand by means of its opposition to the other” (213). Hemingway’s 

characters are complex enough for there to be no exact mirroring of the terms in different 

characters, but commitment is still understood partly because of what it is not – abandonment – of 

which is given many examples. 

Hemingway was described at the time just before writing the novel as being in line with the general 

purpose of loyalist propaganda: “not to keep everyone out of the war – that had proved impossible – 

but to get the French and the British and the American people sufficiently aroused by the fate of 

Spain to pressure their governments into abandoning their isolationist and noninterventionist 

policies” (Braasch Watson 52). The commitment of the communists impressed Hemingway and he 

tried to encourage the same sense of commitment in the major western powers (Braasch Watson 

53). This would have to be done at the cost of abandoning the non-interventionism that 
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Hemingway supported at the outset of the war (Braasch Watson 43), which is reflective of his 

use of abandoning and committed characters in For Whom; abandoning his early convictions was 

necessary for his commitment to the Republican cause, the losing side of the war. Hemingway 

thus uses For Whom to unify, and encourage intervention in the war by other countries. He 

motivates this intervention using his epigraph, part of which is used as the novel’s title, and which is 

borrowed from John Donne’s Devotions upon Emergent Occasions:  

No man is an Iland, intire of it selfe; every man is a peece of the Continent, a part 

of the maine; if a Clod be washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse, as well as 

if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor of thy friends or of thine owne 

were; any mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde; And 

therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; It tolls for thee 

(Hemingway 2).  

The title of the novel is taken from the conclusion of the epigraph where it turns out that it is for the 

addressee the bell tolls. The metaphorical island used in the beginning of the epigraph illustrates 

how everyone is connected and not cut off from the rest of humanity. Donne says that every death 

diminishes us because we are part of mankind, and the main sentiment is that the collective is 

negatively affected by individual loss. Michael K. Solow writes that the epigraph corresponds with 

Hemingway’s narrative technique in the novel, which is “an enlargement of perspective that speaks 

to an enlargement of the author’s artistic self” (112). Since the epigraph is allowed to determine the 

title of the work, one can assume that it says something about the characters in the novel; every 

character is part of mankind, and this is what Hemingway attempts to convince the reader of. As 

Solow later elaborates: “The novel gives powerful voice to the evil that is war and to the primacy of 

love, for example, ideals clashing against the necessity of killing and the need for individual sacrifice 

to assure collective freedom (122; my emphasis). The epigraph infers that all characters are 

interconnected; that every loss diminishes the rest of mankind, which includes both the Fascist and 

Republican side of the war. This is, however, also seen in the individual sacrifice which Solow is 

discussing, and in individual behaviour in general; Hemingway was interested in collective freedom 

but he wrote about individuals. 

This interconnection between individuals in the novel is seen in native Spaniards fighting under the 

command of, or alongside, people of French, American, English and Russian nationality. This provides 

a very literal example of how human relations extend beyond national borders. The love between 

Robert Jordan and Maria is transcending national borders, similar to the way that several 
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nationalities are involved in a war that is fought in one country only. Donne says “if a Clod be washed 

away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse”, and Jordan probably feels that if Spain be taken by the Fascists, 

democracy and decency is threatened and the world is the less. Maria, for her part, does not care 

particularly where exactly Jordan is from, and like everyone else in the band of fighters, calls him 

Inglés, rather than American (Hemingway 70). Jordan loves not only Maria (Hemingway 177), but 

Spain itself (Hemingway 170). Alex Link argues that the nickname Jordan bestows on Maria, “rabbit”, 

represents “the complex process of embracing, understanding, and dying for an impossible ideal” 

(Link 135). So Maria and Spain are for Jordan heavily connected. Link also connects Maria with the 

“Clod” in the epigraph since Jordan’s and Maria’s sexual experience is described as earth-moving in 

the novel, which is paralleled to the clod of earth being washed away in Donne’s line (Link 136). But 

there are more subtle yet equally important examples of interconnectedness in the novel, echoing 

the sentiment of the epigraph. By indulging in free association during the blowing of the bridge, 

Jordan provides a link between the epigraph and his mission: “As Maine goes so goes the nation. As 

Jordan goes so goes the Israelites. The bridge, I mean. As Jordan goes, so goes the bloody bridge, 

other way around really” (Hemingway 455). Maine, for him, can refer to the swing role the state has 

in US elections, or the Maine, which is mankind, in the epigraph. Jordan paraphrases this using his 

name, shared with the river, and alludes to the biblical people of Israel; connecting this to the 

mission he is currently carrying out. Hemingway uses these dual meanings of names to involve other 

parts of mankind by allusion. In other words, Hemingway links Jordan to Spain and Maria, and then 

to mankind at large, by his use of the epigraph. 

Donne is using the sea as a force of nature resulting in loss. Hemingway has little use of the sea in the 

hills of Old Castile, but he uses snow in a similar manner. The unexpected heavy snowfall in the novel 

does not wash away entire bits of land, but it causes serious problems. The snow almost proves too 

much for Jordan to take; he has difficulty accepting snow in that time of year with such bad timing 

(Hemingway 188). The blizzard is furthermore the reason why El Sordo and his gang are tracked and 

pinned down on a hilltop (Hemingway 266) which is blasted to bits by the Fascists (Hemingway 332). 

The weather does not directly affect Jordan and his mission, but if heavy snowfall exposes a fellow 

band of guerrillas, the entire war effort is the less. The loss of these guerrillas also complicates the 

mission because of the fewer men available. Donne’s text therefore provides several links between 

characters, events and the epigraph itself. This interconnection between parts of the novel is 

mirrored in the commitment and abandonment in characters as well. 
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For Whom provides ample opportunity to examine commitment and devotion, as well as betrayal, 

dishonesty and abandonment. Molesworth explains how the setting of the novel, the Spanish civil 

war, relates to Hemingway’s loyal or betraying characters: 

the Spanish civil War represented, in many of its aspects, some of the lowest 

forms of dishonesty, but it continues as well to symbolize, at least for the Left, 

qualities of heroic commitment and noble ideals. Ernest Hemingway’s role in the 

war epitomizes those ideals, even as the grimmer truth about his experience faces 

up to some of the dishonesty. (83) 

The war symbolised individual character traits, in other words, and it is these that Hemingway is 

interested in. David Sanders notes that Hemingway’s “writing up to 1937 indicates an apathy towards 

political institutions with a correlative fascination for the behaviour of individual beings” (134). This, 

however, seems to be true in For Whom as well, written after 1937, because the object of his 

fascination is the behaviour of individuals, which is in For Whom primarily categorised by committed 

and abandoning, structured as binary opposites. There are several types of commitment working at 

different levels. There is the varied level of individual commitment seen in the different characters. 

Jordan is personally committed to the cause of the war because he refuses to accept fascism. He 

does not, however, adhere to communist ideology, and he accepts his Russian superiors only 

because they offer the “soundest and sanest [discipline] for the prosecution of the war” (Hemingway 

170). In contrast, a conviction and devotion which is as steadfast and individual as that of Jordan but 

which fully supports the communists can be seen in Joaquin, one of El Sordo’s soldiers. Faced with 

certain death, pinned down at a hilltop surrounded by Fascists, Joaquin defends La Pasionaria and 

her son which she sends to the safety of Moscow for the duration of the war (Hemingway 321). His 

fellow soldiers scold him and curse their impending doom. They are collectively committed however: 

they follow El Sordo’s orders and do what they can to hold out and kill as many fascists as they can 

(Hemingway 322). Both Jordan’s commitment to obey Soviet orders and Joaquin’s devotion to 

communism are ideological commitments, aside from being individual. This differs from the other 

men under El Sordo’s command who are personally, emotionally, committed to him, their partisan 

leader, but who curse the Russians and Fascists equally. What finally binds these types of 

commitment together is the demise of those who are committed: El Sordo and his men are blasted 

away at the hilltop and Jordan’s successful carrying out of his Russian orders is to no avail.  

The Russian officers at Gaylord’s in Madrid may not think that every death diminishes mankind like 

Donne does, but they are nevertheless part of Hemingway’s whole. The fate of El Sordo and his gang 

is therefore reported to the officers in Madrid by La Pasionaria herself, but in an ironic twist it is 
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reported as a Fascist quelling of mutiny. The heroic Guerrilla soldiers are thus inadvertently mistaken 

for Fascists by the woman whose integrity Joaquin defended in his dying hour (Hemingway 372). That 

the reader is given this other perspective on the events at the hilltop is highlighting the 

interconnection of characters, how they affect each other from afar, and the consequences of, in this 

case, commitment in the novel. Their corpses are beheaded and Anselmo witness both the heads 

and the bodies left at the hilltop (Hemingway 338), which deepens Anselmo’s resolve to carry out his 

duty. Upon seeing the heads Anselmo prays for the first time since he abandoned God at the start of 

the movement, while Carlist Lieutenant Paco Berrendo, who ordered the decapitations, also prays 

for his fallen comrade but not for the first time in the war (Hemingway 337-38).  The difference in 

their frequency of praying illustrates a distinction between partisan Anselmo and Fascist officer 

Berrendo, while the praying itself provides a link between them. The significance is evident from the 

fact that we are allowed inside Berrendo’s mind, which is unusual for minor characters in the novel. 

Hemingway takes care to let us know that this is the same officer seen at the very end so that both 

Anselmo’s and Jordan’s commitment to the cause is paralleled with this officer’s brutality and 

religious devotion. The officer, committed ideologically to the fascist cause, to his fallen comrades in 

battle, and to God, is presumed to be killed by Jordan shortly after the conclusion of the novel. His 

commitment brings the same consequence as for many other characters, even if he is on the fascist 

side. 

Jordan is not only ideologically committed, but also personally committed to Maria. His devotion to 

her spans almost the entire novel, which in turn, according to Hugh Thomas, spans 68 hours (569). 

Despite the short time span, Jordan promises Maria at the end to spiritually “go always with thee 

wherever thou goest” (Hemingway 481). Jordan says that he “would abandon a hero’s or martyr’s 

end gladly” (Hemingway 171) to be with her, but his commitment to the war denies him the choice. 

Even her choice to be or not to be with Jordan is suspended by Jordan’s personal commitment. She is 

as devoted to him, almost blatantly submissive and willing to please Jordan in any way possible; she 

is desperate to escape Pablo’s and Pilar’s hold of her at the end as they leave an injured Jordan 

behind. Unlike most other committed characters in the novel however, she is not particularly 

committed to the cause behind the fighting. Due to the molestation she has been the subject of she 

is vengeful, but she does not seem to be very ideologically aware. Nevertheless, her commitment to 

Jordan ends up bringing her a lot of pain, giving her a second serious emotional trauma at a still 

young age.  The kind of personal commitment between Jordan and Maria can also be seen to a lesser 

degree in Jordan and his guide Anselmo: “‘I am glad to see you, Viejo,’ he said to Anselmo. ‘If I ever 

get gloomy, when I see you it cheers me up’” (Hemingway 207). Jordan despairs over the falling snow 
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which complicates the mission, but Anselmo lightens Jordan’s mood, partly because of their devotion 

to each other, but also because of Anselmo’s resolve to carry out Jordan’s orders: 

‘You don’t know what it means to find somebody in this country in the same place 

they were left.’ 

It showed what confidence and intimacy he had that he could say anything against 

the country. 

‘I’m glad to see thee ,’ Anselmo said. ‘But I was just about to leave.’ 

‘Like hell you would have,’ Robert Jordan said happily. ‘You would have frozen 

first.’ (Hemingway 207-08) 

This relationship also ends in tragedy, since Anselmo is killed in the explosion of the bridge. His death 

is painless but unfair; he is much older than his fellow fighters and has severe reservations against 

killing people. His commitment to Jordan, the mission and the Republican cause forces him to kill, 

however, and he is eventually killed himself. Despite great fear that he would be unable to control 

himself and be brave, he has a strong resolve to carry out the mission, and this stands in stark 

contrast to Pablo’s unwillingness to carry out the mission at all. Anselmo’s death is also an indirect 

consequence of Pablo’s betrayal as Pablo forces Jordan to improvise the destruction of the bridge 

with the help of the old man. Anselmo does not reciprocally force the desertion of Pablo, but he is 

hostile towards Pablo’s lack of morale and willingness to fight. He calls him a brainless brute who 

“puts [his] fox-hole before the interest of humanity” (Hemingway 13). The committed Anselmo dies 

as an indirect result of Pablo’s cowardice and betrayal while Pablo himself survives unscathed. This is 

a good example of the interconnection of abandonment and commitment and their effects in the 

novel. Another example of this link between the two concepts is the betrayal of Pablo, which elicits 

commitment and resolve from other characters. Pablo gathers help before the attack in an effort to 

redeem his betrayal, and the men he gathers are so committed to the cause that they are willing to 

risk their lives for a mission they know little or nothing about. They do not even know who the leader 

of the band really is (Hemingway 406). After fulfilling their role in the mission they are murdered by 

Pablo, the man they thought was the leader. Their commitment leads them to death because Pablo 

wants less rivalry from other Guerrilla bands, and he wants to make sure there are enough supplies 

and horses for him and his band to escape (Hemingway 473). Like Jordan and Pablo’s extra men, 

Fernando is committed and shows a willingness to support Jordan throughout the novel and do what 

is necessary for the war. He and Eladio are the only ones shot by the enemy during the attack. As 

opposed to Eladio, Fernando dies slowly and painfully, shot in the groin, while still offering his 

essentially useless help to the others: “’I am pleased. Anything you need me for advise me,’ Fernando 
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said and shut his eyes again and the pain lurched in him” (Hemingway 460). The scared and less 

capable Rafael survives, but he is responsible for much that has gone wrong by previously 

abandoning his guard post. Minor characters Primitivo and Augustín also survive the attack, but their 

commitment is not prominently displayed. Their loss amounts to the friends in the band who do not 

survive the attack and unlike Pilar, they do not play major roles in the Guerilla band. This final attack 

on the bridge is the climax of the plot and for several characters also the climax of the consequences 

of being committed or abandoning. 

There are also examples of commitment and abandonment that are relevant to this essay, but which 

appear earlier than the ultimate resolution of the novel; in the bullfighting stories which parallel the 

main action. These bullfighting stories serve as peace-time examples of facing death, and so in this 

sense the characters in them are as valid as the civil war partisans in the hills, when examining 

commitment and abandonment in Hemingway’s characters. How closely he associated Spanish 

bullfighting and fighting in the Spanish civil war is not certain, but the stories serve the purpose of 

showing on the one hand connection between people and, on the other, the outcome of staying 

committed or abandoning in For Whom. Pilar tells the story of a lover she had during peace time: a 

brave and devoted, yet fearful matador. She links her story to the present situation: “‘He was short 

of stature and he had a thin voice and much fear of bulls. Never have I seen a man with more fear in 

the ring. You,’ she said to Pablo. ‘You are afraid to die now. You think that is something of 

importance. But Finito was afraid all the time and in the ring he was like a lion’” (Hemingway 192). At 

a banquet to his honour he suffers due to injuries sustained in the ring. He refuses to follow Pilar’s 

suggestion to leave: “’No. I cannot leave,’ Finito said to me. ‘After all it is a club named for me and I 

have an obligation’” (Hemingway 193). Despite his injury and a great fear of bulls, he unveils a bull’s 

head at the banquet at great emotional distress, and dies a few months afterwards from his internal 

injuries (Hemingway 196). Finito is a character who is clearly categorised in the committed category, 

both his actions and manners, as well as his premature death, indicate commitment. A contrast to 

this is Andrés’s background that the readers are given through an internal monologue while he is 

trying to reach the Republican Army command. He had been very brave with the bull at a festival 

each year and was called the “Bulldog of Villaconejos” because of his trademark to bite the ear of the 

bull. Despite this he says that there “was no better feeling than that one the sound of the rain gave 

when he knew he would not have to do it” (Hemingway 382).  Andrés is not a coward, but as with the 

bullfighting, he is happy to leave his band and the mission. His brother is still with the Guerrillas and 

he tells himself that he “must go back for the affair of the posts and the bridge” (Hemingway 382). 

He does not return, however, and from what we can tell he survives at a safe distance from the front. 

His abandonment is neither betrayal nor desertion; in fact he is loyal to Jordan’s orders to carry a 
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dispatch through to command. But Hemingway still lets us know what Andrés thinks and how he 

feels, which is rare for any other character than Jordan in the novel. The point is to show that Andrés 

embraces his fate to elude the dangerous mission; he does not come back for his brother and friends 

at the bridge and, as opposed to Finito de Valencia, he survives. The dispatch arrives too late so his 

commitment to Jordan’s orders is useless, while his decision to abandon the mission might have 

saved his life.  

Arguably the most frequently analysed story in the novel is the one told by Pilar about the start of 

the resistance movement. Fascist sympathisers were rounded up, beaten and thrown over a cliff into 

a river. The story is based on real events and Thomas says that what is described in the novel “is near 

to the reality of what happened in the superb Andalusian town of Ronda. There 512 were murdered 

in the first month of the war” (233). This story exemplifies not only a brutality that was in no way 

limited to one side, but also Hemingway’s use of the binary opposites. Don Ricardo faces the armed 

mob with scorn and shouts “Arriba España! Down with the miscalled Republic and I obscenity [sic] in 

the milk of your fathers” (Hemingway 117). His commitment to Fascism is met with anger and blood 

thirst and he is savagely beaten and stabbed. Directly following him is a terrified Don Faustino who 

runs back in to the building where the Fascists have been rounded up only to be forced back out to 

the mob by Pablo. He is mocked by the crowd and terrified to the point where he is unable to move 

or speak. Like many other Fascists in the story he is killed by being thrown over a cliff, but he is 

spared a beating and dies much more painlessly than the other Fascists who were also forced to face 

the mob unarmed and one at a time (Hemingway 118-19). Hemingway again lets characters off easily 

when they exhibit cowardice and willingness to abandon ideals, while the committed ones are 

brutally punished, even if this commitment, as in the case of officer Berrendo, is to the Fascist cause 

rather than the Republican one. Solow interprets Hemingway’s point with the novel as: “The reality 

of war is that honorable people will be victims of betrayal and fate, and that even love [...] must be 

sacrificed – in this case – for a greater good” (Hemingway 119). This agrees with what happens to 

people who stay committed in For Whom, and even if the “greater good” means different things to 

different people in the novel, the outcome of commitment remains the same. That honourable 

people are “victims of betrayal” implies that their fate and survival is not only dependent on their 

own, and their enemies’, performances in the war, but also on their allies’ who betray them; they are 

affected by other people, as everyone according to the epigraph is involved in mankind. 

This betrayal is caused by the dishonesty and abandonment in the novel which, like commitment, act 

at different levels in the text. Hemingway was neither a communist nor a Spaniard, but he was 

deeply anti-fascist and a lover of Spain. He discusses the war and his experience of it with his 
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publisher: “it is very complicated to write about truly …. I would like to be able to write 

understandingly about both deserters and heroes, cowards and brave men, traitors and men who are 

not capable of being traitors. We learned a lot about all such people” (qtd. in Solow 103). This is also 

what Hemingway does in For Whom, where the most pronounced example of abandonment, 

including related acts desertion and betrayal, is that of Pablo. He is the binary opposite of Jordan in 

this sense, and he helps the reader understand Jordan’s kind of commitment by showing the 

opposite. Jordan is disgusted by Pablo when Pablo murders their allies: “Keep your mouth shut. You 

knew enough about him before. This is nothing new. But you dirty bastard, he thought. You dirty, 

rotten bastard” (Hemingway 473). Hemingway, like Jordan, has strong opinions on Pablo’s kind. He 

wrote during a fundraising effort in New Masses: “[When you know the people who are fighting for 

their freedom and how they fight] you learn, watching them live and fight and die that there are 

things worse than war. Cowardice is worse, treachery is worse, and simple selfishness is worse” (qtd 

in Sanders 139). Pablo embodies all three of these traits despised by Hemingway. He abandons his 

guerrilla soldiers and the mission because he is afraid to die. Shame brings him back, arguably 

because he is not “an iland, intire of it selfe”, and he claims that he “had a moment of weakness” but 

that “[at] bottom [he is] not a coward (Hemingway 406). His betrayal includes throwing away vital 

equipment which indirectly causes Anselmo’s death; an act of both cowardice and selfishness. There 

are also indications that he ideologically deserts his people at a very early stage. In Pilar’s story, Pablo 

says he is “a finished man this night” and cannot love Pilar at night but rather sleeps like a child 

(Hemingway 135). The brutal treatment of the Fascists which he himself leads partly results in 

disillusionment for Pablo. He expects a more dignified acceptance of death by the Fascist priest. Pilar 

points out that there is still ample opportunity to see priests die as the resistance movement has just 

begun, to which Pablo answers “’No,’ […] ‘I am disillusioned’” (Hemingway 134). Pablo also proves 

that there can be no commitment without abandonment; that they are interlinked because of how 

everyone affects each other in For Whom. As mentioned earlier, he comes back after his betrayal and 

tries to redeem himself by bringing five extra men who are from other guerrilla groups in the hills 

they are hiding in. The rest of the Partisans and Jordan never intended to abandon the mission even 

after Pablo’s desertion. Pablo is given additional opportunity for betrayal by their commitment, as 

well as the commitment of the five extra soldiers. The commitment of the quickly gathered extra 

men does not only give Pablo the opportunity to kill them, but forces him to choose between staying 

loyal to them and help them escape with him, or looking after his own by betraying them. The 

injured Jordan’s heroic and tragic insistence to stay behind is another example of how the 

commitment of one character does not only allow for abandonment by someone else but rather 

forces it. He is, in another instance of interconnection between participants in the war, “crushed 
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under the very horse whose owner he shot dead the day before” (Solow 116). As Solow notes, the 

readers “know that Jordan never loses his slim shred of remaining hope” (117), but his hope is not to 

escape with Maria and the others, only to delay the pursuing Fascists. His dying scene is a chaotic 

internal dialogue and he reminds himself: “And if you wait and hold them up even a little while or just 

get the officer that may make all the difference” (Hemingway 489). He is “a man who sacrifices 

himself for a just cause in spite of every reason, including love and betrayal, to abandon it” (Solow 

119). The others are forced to leave him behind, because Jordan is not someone who abandons his 

cause. The others’ abandonment helps them survive in two ways: they can retreat quickly and cover 

much ground before the Fascists pick up their trail, but Jordan whom they leave behind can also 

delay the Fascists by ambushing them.  

Hemingway also makes good use of an unusual narrative voice to create another link between 

characters. An all-knowing narrative voice lets the reader know that the officer riding into Jordan’s 

aim at the very end is Lieutenant Berrendo; the officer who orders the decapitation of El Sordo’s 

band at the hilltop in chapter 27 (Hemingway 490, 326-333). This narrative voice is not providing the 

perspective of Jordan or any other character, but is rather commenting on something which Jordan 

himself must be unaware of. This technique is occasionally used throughout the novel in short 

segments, often only a sentence or two. When Berrendo observes the bodies of El Sordo’s bombed 

gang, the reader is told which ones are Joaquín and Ignacio (Hemingway 333). This objective 

narrative voice is also used evaluating Andrés’s chances of success: “It is doubtful if the outcome of 

Andrés’s mission would have been any different if he and Gomez had been allowed to proceed 

without André Marty’s hindrance” (Hemingway 440). The relative rareness of this narrative style 

indicates the importance Hemingway sees in Berrendo as the officer killed by Jordan at the end. The 

same is true for the identification of Joaquín lying unconscious at the hilltop, killed by Berrendo, as 

well as for the futility of Andrés’s and Gomez’s resolve to carry through their dispatch to General 

Golz. The first two examples are important for the interconnection between characters, how 

everyone affects each other in Hemingway’s war. The last example is important to show how 

commitment to carry out orders in the novel is futile and useless. This futility in carrying out orders 

can be seen, in addition to Andrés’ orders, in Anselmo, who stays in a blizzard to observe movement 

along a road. He almost freezes to death to stay, but fails to notice that cars in one direction are 

standard, while in the other are transporting officers (Hemingway 200). This information would have 

given Jordan a clear and early indication that the element of surprise in the imminent attack had 

already been lost. The reader is told about the types of cars by the same rarely occurring all-knowing 

narrative voice. Returning to Jordan’s chaotic internal monologue during his dying moments, this also 

shows the futility in carrying out orders, as the blowing up of the bridge most likely turns out to be 
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useless. Jordan is aware of this, but remains devoted, retaining hope: “They’re gone. They’re away. 

Now if the attack were only a success. What do you want? Everything. I want everything and I will 

take whatever I get. If this attack is no good another one will be” (Hemingway 487). Here Jordan 

emphasises his two major commitments; to fight Fascism in Spain and to protect Maria. 

The young gypsy Rafael provides a very literal example of the categorisation of commitment and 

abandonment, and their consequences for the characters, in For Whom. A less than useful Guerrilla 

soldier, he abandons his guard post during the night to hunt. A Fascist soldier rides right into the 

unguarded camp site, forcing Jordan to shoot him and jeopardise the entire mission. Rafael’s 

abandonment of Jordan’s direct orders results in the two fattest hares Rafael has ever caught; “In my 

life have I never dreamed of such hares” (Hemingway 285), Rafael proclaims in defence against 

Jordan’s scolding. The two hares were copulating so loudly that Rafael could not resist hunting them 

down. The hares’ devotion to each other thus led to them being easy prey for Rafael and while the 

betrayal of Rafael is such that Jordan “could not help grinning at the gypsy” (Hemingway 285), it is 

still symbolically significant. Jordan persistently calls Maria his “rabbit”, which he does since their 

first night together (Hemingway 72). The intimacy between Jordan and Maria does not bring upon 

them a hunter, as Rafael on the hares, but their commitment still ends in the death of one of the 

characters and serious emotional injury to the other, because of the abandonment of others. This 

symbolical foreshadowing of the fate of Jordan and Maria serves as a link between, on the one hand, 

nature which does not offer a stance in the war, and on the other, the intricate relations among the 

fighting people; this is reminiscent of Donne’s use of nature and mankind in the epigraph. 

Andrés’s mission gives several perspectives on abandonment. Andrés cannot return to his band of 

partisans even if he had wanted to, because he is so severely delayed in his mission, which is carried 

out in loyalty to Jordan. Most Republican soldiers and officers are unhelpful and even hostile towards 

Andrés despite an escorting battalion commander and a safe-conduct seal given to Andrés by Jordan. 

Several times Andrés is impeded, and sometimes nearly killed, by his allies who seem to have 

abandoned the common cause of the Republicans, while these people are themselves out of harm’s 

way. Most of them seem to be well off in the war, like the officer who calls Andrés a bandit while 

casually reading his magazine, refusing to help Andrés to forward the all-important dispatch. The 

anarchists who consider killing Andrés with a grenade do not seem to be stressed or under pressure, 

but rather coolly contemplating what they should do with Andrés who is urging them to let him 

through the front line. The most prominent example of a Republican who has abandoned the cause is 

that of André Marty. He promptly arrests both Andrés and battalion commander Gomez, and relieves 

them of the dispatch calling off the imminent offensive. Gomez indicts the chain of command they 
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have to move through: “’Listen, Comrade Marty,’ Gomez broke out, the Anis fortifying his anger. 

‘Once tonight we have been impeded by the ignorance of the anarchists. Then by the sloth of a 

bureaucratic fascist. Now by the oversuspicion of a Communist” (Hemingway 437). But Marty is not 

only over-suspicious; he might be “crazy as a bedbug” (Hemingway 435) as a colonel describes him 

but there is more to it than that. Golz thinks of how Marty’s orders would be carried out despite the 

French political commissar’s lack of understanding: 

He sat there, his moustache and his eyes focused on the map, on the map that he 

never truly understood […] But when Marty put his fingers on the map in Golz’s 

staff the scar-headed, white-faced General’s jaw muscles would tighten and he 

would think, ‘I should shoot you, André Marty, before I let you put that gray 

rotten finger on a contour map of mine. Damn you to hell for all the men you’ve 

killed by interfering in matters you know nothing of. (Hemingway 439-40) 

Thomas discusses the real offensive on which Hemingway based the one in the novel, and describes 

Hemingway’s view on Marty’s involvement: “He suggests that [the offensive] was betrayed but, due 

to Marty’s obstinacy, it was nevertheless allowed to continue” (569). This obstinacy is also evident in 

the conclusion of the paragraph where Marty confronts Andrés and Gomez, explaining why Marty 

intervenes without understanding of warfare and which ends with a link between him and other 

people, some close and some far away, who are affected by what he does. Abandonment is again 

associated with success and interconnection, as Marty enjoys power, command and good liquor, and 

as he affects several people in this war, regardless of their geographical location or awareness of 

Marty’s occupation:  

“He was engaged in war. In his mind he was commanding troops; he had the right 

to interfere and this he believed to constitute command. So he sat there with 

Robert Jordan’s dispatch to Golz in his pocket and Gomez and Andrés waited in 

the guard room and Robert Jordan lay in the woods above the bridge” 

(Hemingway 440).  

General Golz comments that “It’s a shame [the dispatch] came too late” (446), when hearing the 

dispatch over the phone and seeing the bombers in the sky. This is, like Gomez’s comment, a 

conscious indictment of the war machine in which Golz serves as a General. He describes how his 

attack would work and how it would be efficient, ending with; “This is how it would be if there was 

no treason and if all did what they should” (Hemingway 446). He is a Russian officer who is fighting 

for what he believes is right, in Spain, a country far removed from his own, and is unsuccessful in his 
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commitment to the war effort. This is because of the obstinacy and treachery of people like André 

Marty as well as the sloth and lack of commitment from others Andrés encounters on his journey 

from his Guerilla band to Golz’s command base. As has been pointed out, Hemingway’s aim was to 

inspire sympathy in other nations and to unify people against Fascism, so Hemingway unifies the 

stories of his characters to show how no one is an isolated “Iland, intire of it selfe”. Hemingway 

narrates Andrés’ journey through the ranks of the Republican army in chapters broken off by 

narration of Jordan and the final execution of the mission. In Jordan and Fernando we see the 

ultimate sacrifice from their commitment to the cause and the mission, while the people Andrés 

meet, and in a sense Andrés himself, show abandonment and its consequence of survival. People like 

André Marty provide links between the two geographically separate resolutions of the novel to 

remind the reader that the two resolutions are part of the whole, as Spain is part of the world. 

The systematic consequences are as can be clearly seen positive for abandonment and negative for 

commitment in For Whom, and this is often a result of one or several characters affecting another. 

This categorisation reinforces the sentiment of Hemingway’s epigraph by linking characters together, 

because this linking illustrates how everyone is involved in mankind. But there is an exception to this 

categorisation which must be addressed. Pilar seem to remain unaffected by staying committed, 

unlike Maria or any of the male characters. Stacey Guill writes that there was a major shift in how the 

proper role of women was perceived in Spain during the 30s. It was a shift from a role of “docility, 

subservience, and invisibility, and towards one of empowerment, agency, and autonomy” (7). One of 

the most famous female icons of the war, Dolores Ibárurri, more known as La Pasionaria, is not very 

prominently portrayed in For Whom. But her two most famous slogans in the war: “They shall not 

pass”, and “It is better to die on your feet than live on your knees” (Guill 8), have central reflections 

in For Whom. The blowing up of a bridge which is the climax of the plot invokes disallowing of 

passage, and Jordan refuses to live on his knees under Fascism, but his injury prevents him from 

dying on his feet. Even with this in mind it is evident that La Pasionaria is not the primary 

representative of the “New Woman of Spain” (Guill 7) in Hemingway’s novel. Maria is docile and 

subservient and also subject to the binary opposites which categorise most characters. Pilar, 

however, is empowered; she is effectively the leader of the group after Pablo’s physical and moral 

decline. She is an agent to Jordan in several tasks such as leading him to El Sordo and guarding his 

gear, and even though she fails him in the latter she is ready to risk her life to make up for it. She is 

also, most importantly, a glaring exception to the otherwise consistent consequences of commitment 

and abandonment. Committed to the cause, to Pablo even in his time of weakness, and to Maria, 

including her and Jordan’s love, she is not worse off at the end of the novel; she does not have to die 

or lose something of major importance in her life as a result of staying committed. Guill writes that 
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Pilar shares “Ibárurri’s revolutionary spirit, charisma, and oratorical skill as well as her iconic status as 

representation of, as Hemingway states in [The Spanish Earth], ‘the new Spanish woman’” (9). 

Hemingway seems to say that this new woman of Spain who is empowered, forceful and 

independent, of which Pilar is an idealised representation, is as involved in mankind as everybody 

else, but not affected in the same way; she survives her own commitment. It has been noted that 

Maria embodies some characteristics of the New Woman of Spain as well (Guill 12-13), but her 

transformation from the traditional gender roles of Spain is unlike Pilar, however, not far gone 

enough to take her outside of this essay’s categorisation of Hemingway’s characters. Maria “brings 

into dramatic play her own vengeance, as she has been brutally raped by the Fascists, but eventually 

her vengeance is modulated by her essential goodness” (Molesworth 85). Pilar on the other hand 

“has an appetite for killing” despite not being a soldier (Molesworth 85), a fact which resonates with 

the New Woman of Spain in the Civil War, and which might exclude her from the consequences of 

being committed or abandoning in the nature of her character. 

In summary, Hemingway introduces his text with an epigraph, with a message he then sets out to 

prove true. He does this by portraying the Spanish civil war which he himself has experienced. This 

setting gives his characters ample opportunity to display two dominating character traits; 

commitment and abandonment. This essay examines a consistent treatment of commitment and 

abandonment in order to link the two concepts, thus linking the people who are characterised by 

them. The effect is a unifying of all individuals into a whole; a part of mankind, which is in line with 

Donne’s text, part of which is used as an epigraph in the novel. The purpose of the novel is to 

elaborate on the sentiment expressed by Donne in this epigraph; to show that everyone is 

interconnected and involved in mankind, and in a setting of war this means that commitment leads 

to death while abandonment enables survival, despite the fact that commitment is needed to win 

the war. Hemingway based his characters and events from his real life experience much more than is 

generally recognised, as Robert A. Martin points out in his “Hemingway’s For Whom the Bell Tolls: 

Fact into Fiction”. As he further notes, “it is in this masterful blend of fact and fiction that For Whom 

the Bell Tolls achieves the status of a classic war novel” (59).  Hemingway uses this reality-based 

character gallery which includes many different people fighting for the Republican side, for the 

Fascist side or against bulls in the ring before the breakout of the war, to illustrate the 

interconnection which the epigraph explains.  

To conclude, by illustrating the consequences of staying loyal versus betrayal, commitment versus 

abandonment, it can be seen how Hemingway links his characters. The author is not interested in 

writing about a people, or about groups, but rather about the individual. His task with For Whom is 
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to unify; to strike empathy in people and involve people in a cause. His way of doing this while still 

examining individuals in his novel is to treat the consequences of their behaviour consistently to 

show their interconnection. This behaviour can be categorised as seen in this essay, and the only 

exception to this categorisation is Pilar, who embodies the new, empowered and liberated woman of 

Spain. The treatment of Pilar is like most aspects of the novel grounded in Hemingway’s own 

experience of the war as a correspondent; she and the other characters reflect the people he met 

and wanted to “write understandingly about”.  
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